The increasing flood of documentary information through the Internet and other information sources challenges the developers of information retrieval systems. It is not enough that an IR system is able to make a distinction between relevant and non-relevant documents. The reduction of information overload requires that IR systems provide the capability of screening the most valuable documents out of the mass of potentially or marginally relevant documents. This paper introduces a new concept-based method to analyze the text characteristics of documents at varying relevance levels. The results of the document analysis were applied in an experiment on query expansion (QE) in a probabilistic IR system. Statistical differences in textual characteristics of highly relevant and less relevant documents were investigated by applying a facet analysis technique. In highly relevant documents a larger number of aspects of the request were discussed, searchable expressions for the aspects were distributed over a larger set of text paragraphs, and a larger set of unique expressions were used per aspect than in marginally relevant documents. A query expansion experiment verified that the findings of the text analysis can be exploited in formulating more effective queries for best match retrieval in the hunt for highly relevant documents. The results revealed that expanded queries with concept-based structures performed better than unexpanded queries or 'natural language' queries. Further it was shown that highly relevant documents benefit essentially more from the concept-based QE in ranking than marginally relevant documents.
Introduction
Fundamental problems of IR experiments are linked to the complex notion of relevance [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . One of the problems is that in most laboratory experiments documents are judged either relevant or irrelevant with regard to the request. Binary relevance cannot reflect the possibility that documents may be relevant to a different degree; some documents contribute more information to the request, some less without being totally irrelevant. Relevance has been assessed at multiple levels in some studies of operational Boolean systems but even then the levels have been conflated into two categories at the analysis phase for the calculation of precision and recall [e.g. 7, 8, 9] . We therefore do not know how different best match IR methods are able to rank documents of varying relevance levels.
The need for IR methods that are more selective in retrieving highly relevant documents is quite obvious in large databases like those provided by the Internet search services [10, 11] . As more documents become available, also the number of potentially relevant items increases. From the user viewpoint, the major challenge for the IR systems is not how to make difference between relevant and non-relevant documents but rather to separate the highly relevant and potentially relevant documents. In the evaluation of IR systems, this challenge causes a pressure to raise the threshold for what is accepted as relevant, i.e. what is relevant enough.
One interpretation for the degree of relevance is that highly relevant documents tend to convey more information about the topic of interest than marginally relevant ones. From this viewpoint, one may hypothesize that highly relevant documents tend to have following characteristics: 1 (a) the topic is discussed in them at length (b) they deal with several aspects of the topic (c) they have many words pertaining to the topic of the request (d) authors use multiple unique expressions to refer to the concepts they discuss in order to avoid tautology.
In contrast, marginal documents mention the topic briefly; just present one aspect or contain just a few words referring to the topic; discuss the topic from a viewpoint not included in the request; no problem of tautology occurs in them. In this paper, we test these hypotheses by analyzing document text characteristics (expressions used and concepts referred to) through the facet analysis technique developed by Sormunen [12, 13] .
In best match retrieval, documents are ranked according to scores calculated from the weights of search keys occurring in documents. These weights are typically based on the frequency of a key in a document and on the inverse collection frequency of the documents containing the key (tf.idf weighting) [14] . The development of tf.idf weighting schemes has been based on similar statistical hypotheses of document characteristics as were presented above (hypotheses 1c).
However, we will emphasize in this paper that the analysis of document texts can be elaborated, and further that the effectiveness of best match queries can be improved, especially in retrieving the most valuable documents.
Query structure refers to the syntactic structure of a query expression, marked with query operators and parentheses. Best match queries may either have a structure similar to Boolean queries, or queries may be 'natural language queries' without differentiated relations between search keys. In the former case, concepts are identified (henceforth concept-based or strong structures); in the latter, concepts are not identified, queries are mere sets of search keys, 'natural language queries' (henceforth weak structures). In the mainstream of experimental IR research weak query structures are nearly exclusively employed. However, recent findings have shown the positive influence of concept-based query structuring. For instance, strong query structures improve retrieval performance when queries are expanded [15, 16] . The positive effect of strong query structures seems to hold also for translation dictionary based CLIR [17, 18, 19] . However, in these studies the relevance assessments were dichotomous. In the present study, we investigate the effects of query structures and expansion on retrieving documents at different relevance levels.
Earlier statistical text analyses in the context of experimental IR have focused on the occurrences or co-occurrences of expressions (character strings). The narrow outlook has neglected the conceptual level: how concepts occur and co-occur in document texts in the form of expressions.
Concepts are a key issue in finding the link between document characteristics and the effective use of query structures; a key to more effective concept-based retrieval methods.
The conceptual approach to the analysis of document texts helps in predicting the consequences of text characteristics (as stated in hypotheses 1a-d) on the effective querying of highly relevant documents. We already know that concept-based query structuring boosts the positive effects of QE on retrieval performance [15, 16, 20] . Expanded, concept-based queries contain multiple keys to refer to various aspects of a request, and should thus give credit to the highly relevant documents. We therefore may derive hypotheses concerning retrieval performance that 2 (a) concept-based expanded queries based on strong structures rank highly relevant documents better in the query results than unexpanded queries or queries based on other structures, whether expanded or not, and (b) the performance differences between query types among marginally relevant documents should be marginal and among highly relevant documents essential.
This paper seeks to test these hypotheses 1(a-d) and 2(a-b). Section 2 explains the methods and data: the test environment, relevance assessments, document analysis as well as query structures and expansion. Section 3 presents the results and Section 4 the discussion and conclusions.
Methods and data

Test collection
The test environment is a text database containing Finnish newspaper articles operated under the For the requests of the collection there is a recall base of 17,337 articles, which fall into four relevance categories. The base was collected by pooling the result sets of thousands of different queries formulated from the requests in different studies, using both exact match, and partial match retrieval. [12, 20, 21.] In these efforts the consistency of relevance judgments was assessed as inter-assessor consistency as well as intra-assessor consistency by performing partially overlapping and repeated assessments. The average consistencies were 83-89 %. [12, 20] .
The recall base of the test collection was constructed by assessing retrieved documents for relevance in the context of an imaginary journalist intending to write an article on the topic of a search request. A four level relevance scale was used to characterize the relevance degree of documents in the simulated work situation [12, 21] :
(0) non-relevant, totally off target, (1) marginally relevant, refers to the topic but does not convey more information than the topic description, (2) relevant, contains some new facts about the topic, (3) highly relevant, contains valuable information, the article's main focus is on the topic.
The consequence of these efforts is that we have a highly reliable recall base. Moreover, the assessments are given on a four level scale and are highly consistent. Therefore it is possible to study, using the recall base, the characteristics of documents of different degrees of relevance, and their ranking when the query structures and/or content are modified. Two sub-sets of the original test collection were used in this study. The characteristics of document texts were analyzed in a set of 18 requests originally created for another study by Sormunen [12] -called the text analysis set. A set of 30 requests amenable for concept-based query expansion -called the query test set -were chosen for the retrieval experiment. The latter set was originally created for a study by Kekäläinen [20] .
Facet analysis of document texts
In text retrieval an information need is expressed as a query containing a set of search keys. In exact match -or Boolean -retrieval relations between search keys are marked with Boolean and proximity operators. The query has a structure based on conjunctions and disjunctions of search keys. Similar query structures are supported by some best match IR systems like InQuery [22] .
Disjunction and conjunction vaguely mimic syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations of the syntax of natural language [23, 24] . The connection between the query structures and the syntax of natural language provide us a framework to analyze document texts.
The notion of facet is very useful in representing the relationship between query structures and requests as expressed information needs. A facet is a concept (or a family of concepts) identified from, and defining one exclusive aspect of a request or a search topic. A query constructed with the Boolean block search strategy (a query in the conjunctive normal form), is an example of a facet structure. Within a facet, search keys representing one aspect of a request are connected by disjunctions, and facets themselves are connected by conjunctions.
The facets of a request are difficult to identify plausibly in a general operational context by automatic means. On the other hand, the identification and selection of query facets is a routine query planning task for a professional searcher, see e.g. [25, 26, 27] . Query facets are quite consistently identified by experienced searchers assuming that a textual information need description is available [12, 28] . The test collection used here provides inclusive query plans designed by an experienced search analyst for an earlier study by Sormunen [21] . Thus the list of query facets was available (with information need descriptions as a background) for the analysis of texts.
In the study by Sormunen [12] , all relevant (Rel = 2), and highly relevant (Rel = 3) news articles in a sample of 18 requests were analyzed to identify all searchable expressions for all facets of the inclusive query plans. The set of 18 requests was selected so that the complexity and facet broadness 2 of topics were in line with the whole test collection: six requests were selected from each of the three complexity categories (C = 2-3, C = 4 and C = 5 facets). Within each complexity category, the sample contained three requests for both facet broadness categories Searchable expressions for each query facet were identified similarly as in the original facet analysis but now the focus was on the text paragraphs of news articles. First, the total number of text paragraphs (including titles and subtitles) was counted. Next, the number of text paragraphs containing searchable expressions for at least one, two, …, five query facets was calculated. On the basis of this data it was possible to reveal the proportion of text paragraphs that were associated with the request.
The statistical significance of differences in document characteristics was tested with the Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks [29, 30] .
Query structures and expansion
The InQuery system was chosen for the test, because it has a wide range of operators, including probabilistic interpretations of the Boolean operators [22] . InQuery is based on Bayesian inference networks [31] . All keys are attached with a belief value, which is computed by a modification of the tf.idf weighting. The belief value calculation formula for the SUM operator used in this study is given below:
where P denotes probability, Q i, i=1…n is either a search key or an InQuery expression, p i , i = 1...n, is the belief value of Q i [31, 32] . The probability for operands connected by SYN operator is calculated by modifying the tf.idf function so that all instances of synonymous keys are treated as instances of one key [15] .
We have earlier tested the co-effects of query structures and query expansion on retrieval performance, and ascertained that the structure of the queries became important when queries were expanded [15, 20] . The best performance overall was achieved with expanded, facet structured queries. For the present study we selected the best weak structure (SUM) and one of the best strong structures, based on concepts (SSYN).
Query expansion was based on conceptual query plans and semantic query expansion, see [20] .
In query formulation, search concepts were identified from requests and corresponding search keys were elicited from a test thesaurus. In QE, search keys representing concepts that were semantically related to the original search concepts (by synonymy, hierarchy, or association) in the test thesaurus were added to queries. This procedure gave unexpanded (denoted by u) and expanded (e) query versions, which were both formulated into different query structures. 
Test queries and performance measures
The query test set of 30 requests was selected on the basis of their expandability, i.e., they Performance was evaluated by using two measures: precision at standard recall levels R 0.1 …R 1.0 , and average non-interpolated precision (AvP) calculated after each retrieved relevant document and averaged over requests. We chose AvP rather than precision based on document cut-off values, because the sizes of recall bases vary at different relevance levels, and thus one cut-off value will not treat queries equally with relation to precision. Effectiveness measures were calculated for each query type at three relevance levels: first, documents with relevance value 1 were considered relevant; second, documents with relevance value 2 were relevant; third, documents with relevance value 3 were relevant. The statistical significance of differences in the effectiveness of query types was established with the Friedman two-way analysis by ranks [29] .
Results
Document facet analysis results
Our first hypothesis, 1(a), concerning the characteristics of highly relevant documents was that they tend to discuss the topic at length. The facet analysis of documents support this view. Table   1 represents the average numbers of document text paragraphs containing expressions for a given number of query facets. The figures indicate that the higher the relevance level of a document is, the larger is the number of text paragraphs containing searchable expressions for query facets.
The differences between different relevance levels maintained although the numbers decrease when co-occurrences of expressions for two or more facets is required. The results from the balanced sample (the average number of paragraphs per documents was fixed) do not differ much from the original sample. The raising trend in the number of paragraphs is even steadier across the recall levels in the balanced sample.
( Table 1) The Friedman test verified that the observed differences were statistically significant up to the level "≥ 3 facets expressed". Table 1 represents significance results for the original sample, but they are in line with those of the balanced sample. Documents containing expressions for 4 or more query facets within a paragraph were quite rare, and it was not reasonable to make statistical tests for these data sets.
In the balanced sample, highly relevant document contained 1.6 times more paragraphs searchable by at least one facet than a non-relevant document (1.4 and 1.2 times more than marginally relevant or relevant documents, respectively). What is remarkable is that this ratio dramatically increases when the co-occurrence of expressions for multiple different query facets is required. For instance, if searchable expressions are required for two facets, highly relevant documents contain 4.1 times more paragraphs of this type than non-relevant documents (2.3 and 1.5 times more than in marginally relevant and relevant documents, respectively). The difference increases further if expressions are required for three query facets (13.0, 2.6 and 1.7 times more "searchable" paragraphs).
The findings suggest that highly relevant documents contain more paragraphs that discuss different aspects of a topic. The more the co-occurrence of expressions referring to different aspects of the topic is required within a restricted text context (here paragraphs), the more clear the differences between relevance levels become. The difference was most drastic between the non-relevant and highly relevant documents but the same phenomenon could be found between other relevance levels. Standard best match retrieval does not take advantage of passage level evidence, and this was not tested in the our experiment (see below). However, the phenomena of passage level retrieval have been studied earlier, for instance by Salton et al. [33] , Callan [34] , and Kaszkiel and Zobel [35] .
The second hypothesis, 1(b), for the text analysis stated that highly relevant documents deal with several aspects of the request. We may verify this hypothesis by measuring how large a share of the query facets has been referred to in the documents by a searchable expression. Figure 1 illustrates the relative number of aspects covered in different document categories by using two measures. The percentage of explicitly expressed facets (EEF) measures how large a share of query facets per topic has been expressed by a searchable expression in all documents.
The EEF measure is interpreted in the following way: If an exact match Boolean query were expanded to cover all alternative search keys for each query facet, roughly two thirds of the available query facets could be used in focusing the query and still retrieve all highly relevant documents. At relevance level 2 only one half of the facets could be applied (and one third at recall level 1, respectively) if full recall is required at these relevance levels. In best match queries, full exhaustivity could be used in strongly structured and expanded queries. Highly relevant documents would benefit in ranking since a larger number of #syn -groups in the expanded queries would contribute to document scores than in less relevant documents.
Unfortunately, the differences were statistically significant only between highly relevant/relevant/marginally relevant and non-relevant documents but not between the former document sets. An obvious reason for the difficulty of achieving statistically significant results is that EEF is measured for each request, and the sample was quite small (18 requests).
( Figure 1 )
The second series of columns in Figure 1 measures the coverage of request aspects from the facet angle. The likelihood that a document does contain a searchable expression for a query facet is about 94% and 90% for the set of highly relevant and relevant documents, respectively.
Even for the set of marginally relevant documents the likelihood of a searchable expression for a facet is still nearly 85%. The differences between relevance levels are not so clear as above.
However, assuming that the occurrences searchable expressions for different facets are independent events, the effect of facet conjunctions can be estimated by taking a product of individual probabilities across the number of facets for which searchable expressions are Although the differences between relevance levels were here smaller than in the EEF figures, most of them were statistically significant. The Friedman test verified that a highly relevant document more likely contains an expression for a given facet than relevant (p < 0.001), marginally relevant (p < 0.0001), and non-relevant documents (p < 0.0001).
The third and fourth hypotheses were that (1c) highly relevant documents contain more words pertaining to the topic of the request, and that (1d) the author(s) use multiple expressions to refer to the concepts they discuss in order to avoid tautology. These document characteristics were investigated by counting the number of unique expressions and the number of their occurrences represented for each facet in an average document. Figure 2 The ratio of occurrences per unique expression was steadily around 2 (1.9…2.1) at all recall levels. This was a bit surprising since intuitively one would guess that a word tends to have more occurrences in a highly relevant than in a marginally relevant document. On average, authors have used a word of interest two times per document. This suggests that if we were analyzing texts only at the level of expressions, we probably would have failed to identify the difference between highly and less relevant documents. The essential difference was observable at the level of concepts, only. Authors use different expressions to refer to the concepts of interest.
Both hypotheses 1(c) and 1(d) got support. For the occurrences of individual expressions the hypothesis does not seem to hold. All differences between relevance levels were statistically significant (Friedman: Rel = 3 >>> Rel = 1/Rel = 0; Rel = 3 > Rel = 2; Rel = 2 >>> Rel = 0; Rel = 2 > Rel = 1, where > = p<0.01; >> = p<0.001; >>> = p<0.0001).
The findings underline the advantages of concept-based query expansion. Highly relevant documents benefit from query expansion since they contain more unique expressions, and get higher scores in weighting since, on average, they match a larger number of search keys per #syn -group than less relevant documents.
Performance of expanded queries at different relevance levels
The experimental results support our fifth hypothesis, 2(a), that expanded facet-and conceptbased structures are most effective in retrieving highly relevant documents. The test also confirms the sixth hypothesis, 2(b), that the performance differences between query types among marginally relevant documents are minor whereas among highly relevant documents they are essential. Figure 3 presents the P-R curves of the four query types at different relevance levels.
At the relevance level 1, the curves are almost inseparable. At the relevance level 2, expanded SSYN queries are more effective than the other combinations. At the relevance level 3, the difference is even more accentuated. The higher the relevance level is, the greater are the differences between the best and the worst combinations.
( Figure 3) In Table 2 the average precision (AvP) figures are given. It can be seen that QE never enhances the average precision of SUM queries. In contrast, QE always improves the average precision of strongly structured queries. When queries are unexpanded the differences in precision are negligible within each relevance level. The best effectiveness over all relevance levels is obtained with expanded SSYN queries. At the best, the difference in average precision between unexpanded SUM and expanded SSYN queries is at the relevance level 3 (AvP: difference of 13.2 percentage units or a change of 51 %). In other words, expanded queries with strong structure are most effective in retrieving the most relevant documents.
( Table 2) The Friedman test corroborates that the differences in precision figures are more significant at relevance level 3 than at the other relevance levels. Expanded strong queries outperform most often expanded weak queries, but also unexpanded weak and unexpanded strong queries. The number of significant differences is greatest, and the level of significance is highest, at the relevance level 3.
Discussion and Conclusions
The goal of this study was to emphasize the importance of the degree of relevance in the evaluation of IR systems. We were able to verify empirically our hypotheses concerning differences in the characteristics of documents at different levels of relevance. We also showed that the statistical differences in document characteristics could be an explanation for good performance in concept-based query expansion. We tested the performance of different query types in regard to different relevance levels. Our hypothesis that the performance differences between query types among marginally relevant documents should be smaller than among highly relevant documents was shown true. Therefore query expansion through strongly structured queries seems more effective than through the usual best match alternatives, weakly structured queries.
It seems that highly relevant documents have the following characteristics: the topic is discussed in them at length; they have more words pertaining to the topic of the request; they deal with several aspects of the topic; the authors use multiple expressions to refer to the concepts they discuss in order to avoid tautology. In contrast, marginal documents may mention the topic briefly; contain just a few words pertaining to the topic; discuss the topic from a viewpoint not included in the request. The number of occurrences per document is about the same for an individual key word (expression) at all relevance levels. As consequence, strongly structured expanded queries, which use multiple keys to refer to various aspects of the request, give credit to the highly relevant documents and push them up in the ranked result list. These findings indicate that there are clear textual phenomena that provide a foundation for concept based QE.
Even at the highest relevance level, only two thirds of the facets were present in all relevant documents. This is a clear support for best match retrieval (albeit facet-based). A Boolean query on all facets would automatically fail in retrieving many highly relevant documents. The strategy in Boolean retrieval used to fight this problem, reducing the exhaustivity (number of facets) of queries, fails to use the existing evidence for relevance in documents for the dropped facets. One has to use several trials in Boolean retrieval when one does not know which facets are present in all/most documents. On the contrary, best match methods are able to utilize any evidence for any facet present in a particular document even when the explicitly present facets vary between documents. This is among the ideas behind the best match models. However, our findings show that it works also at the level of concepts / facets.
We also investigated the effects of QE on retrieval performance in regard to different relevance levels. The results reveal that concept-based query expansion with appropriate strong query structures enhances performance in retrieval of highly relevant documents. We verified the earlier findings [15, 16] that query expansion through strongly structured queries is more effective than through the usual best match alternatives, weakly structured queries. Our hypothesis that the performance differences between query types among marginally relevant documents should be smaller than among highly relevant documents was shown true. This finding suggests that concept-based query expansion with strong query structures has a solid basis in the characteristics of highly relevant documents.
The idea of concept-based weighting, i.e. merging the occurrences of all expressions of a concept together, is not a new one. The positive effects of synonym thesaurus were already showed by Salton and Lesk [36] in the vector space model. Hawking, Thistlewaite and Craswell [37] tested concept based scoring in a best match environment. The main idea was that in order to be relevant a document should contain evidence for the presence of all search concepts, not just one.
The researchers point out that concept scoring improves the ranking of documents that contain representatives of all search concepts. The problem of focusing the query (or query drift) in QE based on relevance feedback has been discussed by Mitra, Singhal and Buckley [38] . The researchers state that all aspects of a request should be represented in documents assumed to be relevant and used as a source for expansion keys. These studies corroborate our results of the effectiveness of concept-based query structures combined with QE. However, we went further
by showing the advantage of query expansion in favoring highly relevant documents and the link between document characteristics and concept-based query expansion.
Finally, we want to make a methodological comment on the use of multi-level relevance judgments in system-oriented IR experiments. We do not really know how stringent the relevance criteria in other studies have been. In this study, we applied traditional formulas to calculate recall and precision for each relevance level. However, the availability of multiple relevance levels raises a question of developing measures that accumulate the total contribution of documents from different relevance levels.
One method was proposed and discussed in a recent paper [39] .
Number of paragraphs of a document Table 1 . The average number and percentage of text paragraphs of a document containing searchable expressions for at least a given number of query facets at varying levels of document relevance. Table 2 . Average non-interpolated precision figures for different query structure and expansion combinations.
